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The fall rains have initiated sour rot breakdown of thin-
skinned varieties.  As berries swell, they start to pull away 
from the rachis or become squeezed by their neighbours 
and split, allowing the acetic acid bacteria and yeast to 
grow and wreak havoc on the crop.  Add wasps to the mix, 
with mouthparts capable of puncturing berry skins to 
extract the sweet insides.  To confound the problem, 
vinegar flies can transmit the bacteria and yeast from 
infected berries whether they are on the vine or on the 
ground in the vineyard.   
 
While dropping infected fruit on the ground below the vines 
will reduce the amount of VA (volatile acidity in g acetic 
acid/L), unless you do this right before the fruit are 
harvested, you are leaving a source of contaminating 
organisms that are still attractive to vinegar flies.  If you cut 
sour rot out of bunches, you’re actually causing more 
injury sites in the remaining berries where the bacteria and 
yeast can enter plus you carry it on your pruners from one 
bunch to the next. 
 
As part of the sour rot project funded by Ontario Grape and Wine Research Inc., options for 
managing sour rot have been investigated.  One of the most effective treatments in 2015 
trials was applications of Delegate with or without KMS (5-10 kg/1000 L) to the fruiting zone.  
The insecticide reduced vinegar fly (and wasp) infestations while KMS helped to kill off any 
bacteria on the surface of the grapes.  Because often sour rot doesn’t show up until a few 
days before harvest and Delegate has a 7 day PHI, this year we are also investigating 
products with shorter PHI’s registered for MALB and wasps (Mako and Malathion) for their 
efficacy.  We also have observed that bicarbonate (Sirocco/MilStop) at 5.6 kg/1000 L appears 
to dry up Botrytis infected berries. 
 
Opening up the canopy by at least thinning out the foliage in the fruiting zone can help by 

promoting faster drying of the fruit so infection is less favoured. 
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Bullets 

 Body Copy is Garamond 11pt, left justified. This is 
our preference for body text because it is more 
readable, especially for our senior farmers. 

 
Tables 

We do use a lot of tables, so we would like a sample to 
be included in the template such as the one below. 
 

 
Bells and Whistles  

Page Numbering 

In template, please insert page numbers, centered on 
bottom, except on first and last pages. This could be 
especially useful for Infosheets of 4, 8, 12, 16 and 
20 pages in length. 
 
Reference List 

We like the following style for further reading and refer-
ences, where author-requested. 

 

Expert, Very Real. Can Explain Everything about Style 
Guides. University of Animalia. Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Report 2006. 

Author credit (optional) 

This would appear at the end to leave header of page 1 
as uncluttered as possible. This location also allows to 
add credits about reviewers and original authors.  
 

This Infoheet was authored by The Group of Three, Spe-

cialists in diversity, OMAFRA, Toronto, Guelph and Al-

fred. 

Table 1. List of proposed styles used in tables (all fonts are 

sans serif) — Franklin Gothic Book 9 pt 

Item Description 

Internal columns rules Yes 

Horizontal rules Yes 

Cell heads Franklin Gothic Demi 9pt 

Cell body Franklin Gothic Book 9 pt 

Horizontal rule above title 
Weight is 4.5 pt, of same col-

our as bar at bottom of page. 

Please specify % gray in bar. 
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E-mail: first.last@ontario.ca 
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